CITY OF SUFFOLK
P.O. BOX 1858, SUFFOLK, VA 23439-1858

PH: (757) 514-7725/FAX: (757) 514-7727

Department of Public Works
Engineering Division

September 10, 2020

Mr. Bruce Duval, Project Development Engineer
Attn: Ms. Wanda Moore, Urban Program Manager
VDOT Hampton Roads District
7511 Burbage Dr.
Suffolk, VA 23435
RE:

Project – Route 17/Crittenden Road Intersection Realignment
UPC #111089
Request for Public Hearing/Design Approval

Dear Mr. Duval & Ms. Moore:
In accordance with the statutes of the Commonwealth of Virginia and policies of the
Commonwealth Transportation Board, the City of Suffolk held a Design Public Hearing for
the above-referenced project on Thursday, June 25, 2020, with a rain date of Tuesday, June
30, 2020 at Bennett's Creek Park from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. The City presented the proposed
roadway alignment, the approved Categorical Exclusion, and various required documentation
for the project.
Description
The purpose of this Public Hearing is to receive public input on the proposed intersection
improvements at Route 17 (Bridge Road) and Crittenden Road in Suffolk. The proposed
improvements will provided for the realignment of the current intersection of Crittenden Road at
Bridge Road to create a new four-way signalized intersection at Clubhouse Drive. The project
will include a free flow right turn lane from Crittenden Road onto Bridge Road, dual left turn lanes
from Bridge Road onto Crittenden Road, and a right turn lane from Bridge Road onto Crittenden
Road. Other improvements include installation of storm drain facilities, curb and gutter, raised
median, street lighting, sidewalks, and other related items. The existing Crittenden Road
intersection at Bridge Road will be closed.
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Page -2Average Daily Traffic
The current average daily traffic for Route 17 (Bridge Road) north of Crittenden Road is 17,700
vehicles per day, which is anticipated to increase to 23,000 vehicles per day by the design year of
2040. The current average daily traffic for Route 17 (Bridge Road) south of Crittenden Road is
21,400 vehicles per day, which is anticipated to increase to 29,000 vehicles per day by the design
year of 2040. On Crittenden Road, the current average daily traffic is 3,000 vehicles per day,
which is anticipated to be 10,000 vehicles per day by 2040.
Right of Way
At this time, the project will include 14 impacted parcels, with 10 total takes and three (3) requiring
partial takes and/or easements. The project will include no displacements.
Project Schedule
Advertisement for construction is scheduled for January 2025, utilizing a combination of state and
federal funds.
Project Cost Estimate
Phase
Cost
PE .................................................$ 797,000
R/W ..............................................$2,223,702
CN ................................................$5,834,530
TOTAL........$8,885,232
Public Hearing Summary
• The Public Hearing notice was advertised in the Virginian Pilot two (2) separate times. A
copy of the notice was mailed to all property owners directly impacted by the project. The
public hearing notice was also posted on the City of Suffolk’s Facebook and Twitter pages.
Electronic signs providing a notice of the Public Hearing were also placed on Route 17
(Bridge Road), and a fixed sign was placed on Crittenden Road.
• Fifty-six (56) citizens signed in at the meeting. Eight (8) City representatives and five (5)
design consultant representatives were also in attendance.
• Citizen comments included:
o 30 comment forms
o 22 emails
o 1 written comment letter
• A brief analysis of the comments, as included and summarized in the Design Public
Hearing Record of Transcript (DPHROT), indicates:
o 27 in clear support of the project
o 15 in clear opposition of the project because of concerns noted in the DPHROT
o 2 in neither support or opposition of the project
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Page -3The DPHROT package, advertisement for Public Hearing, compliance documents, approved
scoping report, and a project location map have been included for your use in consideration of
Design Public Hearing approval for this project.
It is the staff’s recommendation that the major design features of these projects be approved as
proposed and presented at the public hearing. I request your concurrence and approval of the
major design features for this project. Please advise if additional information is needed for this
request.
Sincerely,

Frank Grubbs
Frank Grubbs
Project Manager
Cc:

Robert E. Lewis, Assistant Director of Public Works
Darryll Lewis, CIP Manager

PUBLIC NOTICE

DESIGN PUBLIC HEARING
Route 17 (Bridge Road) and Crittenden Road
Intersection Realignment Project (UPC 111089)
Open Forum - Thursday, June 25, 2020
5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Bennett’s Creek Park
3000 Bennetts Creek Park Road, Suffolk, VA 23435

Please be advised that to ensure the safety of all participants masks are recommended to be worn by all in
attendance at this meeting and social distancing practices are strongly encouraged. To ensure that the
number of participants remain within the guidelines of the Governor’s executive orders, please be
reminded that this meeting is ONLY for the following stated purpose:
The purpose of this Public Hearing is to receive public input on the proposed intersection improvements at Route
17 (Bridge Road) and Crittenden Road in Suffolk. The proposed improvements will provide for the realignment
of the current intersection of Crittenden Road at Bridge Road to create a new four-way signalized intersection at
Clubhouse Drive. The project will include a free flow right turn lane from Crittenden Road onto Bridge Road,
dual left turn lanes from Bridge Road onto Crittenden Road and a right turn lane from Bridge Road onto
Crittenden Road. Other improvements include installation of storm drain facilities, curb and gutter, raised median,
street lighting, sidewalks, and other related items. The existing Crittenden Road intersection at Bridge Road will
be closed.
The meeting will be held in an open forum style. This meeting will include a brief formal presentation followed
by informal interaction with city staff and design personnel. This format will allow participants flexibility to
discuss the proposed project one-on-one and meet directly with appropriate project staff members so that their
specific questions can be addressed.
The meeting provides an opportunity for any individual, association, citizens’ group or governmental agency to
offer written and verbal comments for the project record. Exhibits will be provided for review. City
representatives from Suffolk, as well as design consultants, will be present to answer questions. Project
information, including environmental documentation, will be available at the Public Hearing, as well as for 15
days after, in the main lobby of the City Hall located at 442 West Washington Street, Suffolk, Virginia 23434.
The following items will be available at the Public Hearing:
1. Design plan sheets
2. Public hearing brochure
3. Information regarding the tentative project schedule
4. Property impacts and right-of-way relocation assistance information
5. The approved environmental document
In compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act, Section 106 and 36 CFR 800, information concerning
potential effects of the proposed improvements on properties listed in, or eligible for listing, in the National
Register of Historic Places is included in the environmental document.
The City of Suffolk ensures nondiscrimination and equal employment in all programs and activities in accordance
with Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. For more information or special assistance for
persons with disabilities or limited English proficiency, contact Robert Lewis, Assistant Director Public
Works/City Engineer, at (757) 514-7725 (TTY/TDD 711), or email relewis@suffolkva.us.
Comments may be provided at the meeting where staff will be available to record verbal comments. Comment
sheets will be available at the meeting and may also be submitted to the Department of Public Works, Attention
Frank Grubbs, Project Manager (fgrubbs@suffolkva.us) 442 West Washington Street, Suffolk, VA 23434, by July

10, 2020 For more general information, please contact Frank Grubbs at the phone number or email address
provided above.
A rescheduled or second meeting will be held on June 30th from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm. only if required due to
inclement weather or to accommodate respondents that were unable to participate because the allowable
limit in place through the Governor’s executive order was exceeded at the meeting on June 25th.

We Want To Hear From You
The public comment period will close 15 calendar days after this Design Public Hearing (July 15,
2020). City of Suffolk representatives will review and evaluate all information received as a
result of the Design Public Hearing.
Written comments must be postmarked, emailed, or delivered to the City of Suffolk by July 15,
2020 to the following address:
Route 17/Crittenden Road Intersection:
Frank Grubbs, P.E.
Project Manager
City of Suffolk Public Works – Engineering
City Hall, 2nd Floor
442 West Washington Street
Suffolk, VA 23434
Phone: (757) 514-7684
Email: fgrubbs@suffolkva.us

Design Public Hearing
Route 17 (Bridge Road) and Crittenden Road Intersection Improvements
City of Suffolk
VDOT Project: U000-134-R94 (UPC 111089)
Federal Project: CMAQ – 5A03(964)

Written comments that are received tonight or by July 15th, will be made a part of the official record.

Anticipated Schedule:
(Contingent upon approved funding schedule)
Start Right of Way

Fall 2020

Start Construction

Summer 2025

Construction Complete

Fall 2026

Estimated Project Cost:
Design

$797,000

ROW Acquisition/Utility
Relocations

$2,223,702

Construction

$5,834,530

Total Project Cost

$8,855,232

June 30, 2020, 5:00-7:00 p.m.
Bennett’s Creek Park
Suffolk, VA

The City of Suffolk welcomes you to the Design Public Hearing for the proposed Route 17 (Bridge
Road)/Crittenden Road Intersection Improvements Project. This meeting is being held to provide
an opportunity for any person, acting on his or her own behalf, or representing a group or a
governmental agency, to give the City his or her comments and/or suggestions concerning the
proposed project after reviewing the project information. Representatives from the City of Suffolk
are on hand to discuss the project and to answer your questions.

A comment sheet is included in the handouts for this meeting, and your input is encouraged. All
written comments received on this project will be included in a transcript for review by City
personnel, citizens and other interested parties. City staff will address questions and concerns
raised as a result of this meeting. A brief opening presentation will be provided; however, the
meeting is being held in an open forum style. This format provides the flexibility for participants to
discuss the proposed project one-on-one with appropriate project staff members so that specific
questions can be addressed.

Project Design Features
•
•
•
•
•

Realigned intersection at Clubhouse Drive and closure of existing intersection at Route 17.
Dual left turn lanes from westbound Route 17 onto southbound Crittenden Road.
Free flow right turn lane from northbound Crittenden Road onto eastbound Route 17.
10-foot and 5-foot wide sidewalks
Stormwater management facilities

Civil Rights
The City of Suffolk ensures nondiscrimination and equal employment in all programs and activities in
accordance with Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Project History and Purpose

If you need more information regarding your civil rights on this project or special assistance for
persons with disabilities or limited English proficiency, contact the project manager listed on the back
of this brochure.

The Route 17 and Crittenden Road corridors in Suffolk continue to experience residential and
commercial growth with resulting impacts at the intersection of Route 17 and Crittenden Road.
Operations of the signalized intersection are being effected. The intersection currently experiences
undesirable delays during peak-hour traffic and operates with a pronounced grade differential
across Route 17 leading to safety concerns and further delay time related to navigating the grade
difference. The need for improvements at the intersection has been identified in the City’s
Comprehensive Plan as well as the City’s Capital Improvement Plan.

Right of Way

19 Street
The completion of the intersection realignment
and improvements will help address the projected
growth in vehicles on both Route 17 and Crittenden Road, with average daily traffic for year 2040
on Route 17 south of the intersection estimated to be 29,000 vehicles per day compared to 21,000
th Street
per day in 2017;1823,000
north of the intersection compared to 16,000 per day in 2017, and a
projected 10,000 vehicles per day on Crittenden Road compared to 2,957 in 2014. The project will
also provide much needed safety improvements as well as reduce idle times affecting air quality.
Pedestrian accommodations will also be included in the project. The intersection improvements
are vital to the overall transportation network, as well as improving the functionality of the
intersection.

Displays at this meeting show the extent of right of way that may be needed as the project is
currently proposed. As the design is further developed, additional easements and right of way may
be required beyond what is shown in the preliminary plans. Property owners will be informed of the
exact location of the right of way and easements during the right of way acquisition process and prior
to construction.

th

Project Description
The proposed intersection improvement project will provide for the realignment of the existing
Route 17/Crittenden Road intersection approximately 400 feet to the south on Route 17 to align
with Clubhouse Drive. The existing intersection will be closed at Route 17. Dual left turn lanes
from Route 17 onto realigned Crittenden Road will be provided along with two receiving lanes on
realigned Crittenden Road. A free flow right turn lane from realigned Crittenden Road onto Route
17 will also be provided. Other improvements include new traffic signal, installation of storm water
management facilities and stormwater system improvements, curb and gutter, raised median,
street lighting, sidewalks and other related items.

Environmental Review
The City of Suffolk has performed environmental reviews and coordination to obtain information
about environmental resources in the project vicinity, to provide natural and historic resource
agencies an opportunity to review and comment on the project during its development and to
identify opportunities for avoidance, minimization and mitigation of potential environmental
impacts.
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is applicable to this project and a NEPA document in
the form of a categorical exclusion has been developed in cooperation with the Federal Highway
Administration and in accordance with federal guidelines. The NEPA document includes information
from various technical reviews including those related to natural resources, water quality, threatened
and endangered species, air quality, noise, etc.
The project will continue to be coordinated with the appropriate federal, state, and local agencies as
part of environmental review and approval processes required throughout project development and
construction. All required environmental clearances and permits will be obtained prior to
commencement of construction. Strict compliance with all environmental conditions and
commitments resulting from regulatory approvals and implementation of the City of Suffolk’s
specifications and standard best management practices will protect the environment during
construction. The NEPA document and the result of other environmental studies are available at
tonight’s meeting. Representatives are available to discuss this information and to answer questions.

Typical Sections

Typical Sections
Typical Section

Typical Section
Rt 17 (Bridge Road)

Overall Plan- Crittenden Road/Bridge Road (Route 17) Intersection Realignment and Improvements

Typical
Section

Storm Water
Management
Facility

Typical
Section

Public Information Meeting – Open Forum
Crittenden Road Intersection Realignment
UPC 111089
Thursday, June 25, 2020 5:00PM to 7:00PM
Bennett’s Creek Park

(Please Print)
Name:_________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: _________________________________________________________________
Telephone Number:__________________ Email: ____________________________________
1. Do you support the improvements to the intersections as presented?
Yes_____ No_____
Why or why not? ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

2. Please provide us with any additional information you believe will assist in developing the final
design of this project. _____________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

3. Other comments: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
4. Were your questions adequately answered? Yes_____
No_____
Please leave this comment sheet at the designated location or mail your comments
WITHIN 15 CALENDAR DAYS (July 10, 2020) to:
Frank Grubbs, Project Manager
City of Suffolk
Department of Public Works - Engineering
442 W. Washington Street, 2nd Floor
Suffolk, VA 23434

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Fold

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

Stamp

Frank Grubbs
Project Manager
City of Suffolk
Department of Public Works - Engineering
442 W. Washington Street, 2nd Floor
Suffolk, VA 23434

Fold
________________________________________________________________________________________________

Public Meeting Comment Summary
Route 17 (Bridge Road) and Crittenden Road Intersection Improvements
UPC 111089
Tuesday, June 30th, 2020, 5:00-7:00PM
Bennett’s Creek Park

26 comment response forms were received during the Public Hearing. 23 additional comments
were received via email or mail during the public comment period.
55% (27/49) respondents support the project
31% (15/49) respondents do not support the project
4% (2/49) respondents both supported and did not support the project
10% (5/49) respondents did not fill out the comment response form or sent comments via mail
or email and their indication of “support” or “do not support” the project as presented was
unclear.
1. Do you support the improvements to the intersection as presented?
YES: 27

NO: 15

YES and NO: 2

Left Blank or Support Not Clear: 5

Why or Why Not:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improves safety & traffic flow
Cedar Point needs a controlled intersection
As long as light works well
Better intersection
Safety
For safety and traffic flow
This will relieve extended wait times that frequently exist for traffic exiting Clubhouse
Drive onto Rt 17. It will also eliminate elevation changes between Crittenden Road an&
North bound Rt 17 lanes which causes some trailer to drag on the roadway.
A safer turn on a much flatter surface. Post Construction
Improved Flow, elevation fix
Currently dangerous intersection
The light needs to be changed. It is a nightmare to leave Cedar Point. Very dangerous
Traffic is so heavy now that we need improvements 30 years ago not needed but Suffolk
has grown so much that progress is required on highways
Dip on Rt 17 at intersection
It will allow vehicles and traffic to flow easier

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Support given to any and all improvements for the general good of residents and
businesses. No, because of questions still outstanding affecting Dogwood Run.
Though we completely support the moving of the actual intersection, we DO NOT
support the location of the retention pond, that will become the eyesore view out of the
front window of our house. It will also remove the few tees we have left as a buffer to
the noise coming from the increasingly heavy traffic on Bridge Rd (Rt 17).
Not at this time. Feel it will not be an improvement since the two bridges will still be
two lanes. Feel the 8 million dollars needed more to help finance King’s Highway
Bridge.
Do not want to see land or have my trees removed purchased for my Granddaughter
The traffic that converges at Crittenden Road is heavy equipment traffic, i.e. Dump
Trucks and construction vehicles for the most part. Traveling on Bridge Road in the
daytime there are trucks to every car. We do not need additional cheap housing in the
Northern Suffolk corridor. Bridge Road has become a shortcut for traffic traveling on
Freeway #664 to avoid traffic as a shortcut to the Peninsula via the James River Bridge.
At peak traffic time in the evening traffic backs up past Bennett’s Pasture Road. This are
is getting far too overcrowded.
Not needed at this time. Save money for bridge lanes. Not a lot of traffic on Crittenden
Road
Issues with drainage pond location – do not like thought of questionable quality of
water going into Crittenden/Sleepy Lake! Also- make Crittenden a much heavier traffic
street – a thorough fair – just attracts more traffic!
Road configuration looks great. I’m concerned with run off retention pond location and
design. Impact to homeowner’s water table and septic fields will not be favorable.
Runoff pond should be located on Map no.5-161 8848 Crittenden Road or Smithfield
Gardens to minimize this impact.
I really oppose this new entrance to Critten Road. It’s going to entice more commercial
truck traffic and abundance loud noises. Threw out the community of Sleep Lake
adjacent to Critten. Road
This is a solution looking for a problem. I’ve lived for over 13 years in the Eclipse area of
Suffolk and driven down Rt 17 every day. My wife drives down Crittenden road every
day to work. I have never seen any traffic back upped on the road which would warrant
this level of construction and cost. I’ve reviewed all the documentation posted, and
nowhere can if find any actual analysis which shows a problem with traffic congestion
for that intersection.
This project will enhance North Suffolk by bringing this intersection up to the standards
of the city and regions. It will also make the intersection safer and dramatically improve
traffic flow.
No. The premise that the intersection currently is creating undesirable delays is flawed.
The undesirable delays occur at both the Mills E. Godwin and the Sidney Bertram

Hazelwood Senior Bridges. This is due to Route 17 being four lanes of traffic and these
bridges only consisting of two lanes. This is clearly seen during the weekly accident and
/or construction projects occurring at either the James River Bridge or the Monitor
Merrimac Memorial bridge Tunnel, thereby forcing additional traffic through this part of
Route 17. This realignment project will not solve any issues along Route 17, but a
proposed will create issues along Crittenden Road( the proposed merger of two turn
lanes into a single lane road) and for Sleepy Lake ( the proposed Storm Water
Management Facility), and will serve as an inefficient use of taxpayer money. This
project should not be undertaken.

2. Please provide us with any additional information you believe will assist in developing the
finals design of this project:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Please extend the length of the existing turn lane (right turn lane) from Bridge Road into
Cedar Point. Currently the speed of cars on 17 “push” cars turning into Cedar Point in
such a way that safe deceleration is not possible.
It is unfortunate the parcels adjacent to the intersection on the Sleepy Lake side were
zoned commercial as if gas stations are put there, there will be light pollution in Cedar
Point.
Crosswalk to southern intersection of Crittenden Rd. Add or more multiuse trail to
other side
Slow the growth down and either expand the lanes on the bridge or wait on this project
until the bridge is expanded.
Our concern as owners of Dogwood Run is the accessibility of clients to our business
from Bridge Rad and having access to the existing (or old) Crittenden Rd.
We do not understand why other than bottom line dollars this retention pond cannot be
located on what is currently vacant land (NOT between 2 existing homes) and let further
development happen around the pond, rather than forcing the pond into an older
established neighborhood.
Well designed and presentation
Good idea
I live in Eclipse and never exit the neighborhood onto Rt 17 due to traffic. If a sidewalk
was added to the southbound side of Rt 17 between Eclipse Dr and Crittenden Rd.
Bicycle traffic from Cedar Pt & Eclipse Dr. could safely get to Sleepy Lake & Governor’s
Pt which would greatly expand the areas where bicycles can be ridden on streets with
limited traffic.
Save your money
We live in semi-rural by choice. Please do not change the environment of our chosen
homes Felds not fairways!!

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Petition or survey Sleepy Lake homeowners about septic /water table issues
Looks good, good presentation
Go fast
I would like to see a tree line remain on the neighborhood side of the retention pond. I
that the plan? I also see a blue arrow pointing to my property near the text box that
reads Storm Water Management Facility. Please clarify what the blue arrow is
indicating.
Consideration for alternate and/or additional entrances into the Pinkham/Smithfield
Gardens property prior to final construction pans should be entertained. Such action
will enhance a long unused commercial parcel which will increase both taxable and real
estate revenue for the city and vastly improve this corridor for residents and commuters
If the residents of Cedar Point community have difficulties in exiting onto Rt 17 it would
make far more sense to relocate Clubhouse Drive to directly opposite e the existing
intersection I see no reason the city (and thus its taxpayers) to fund such a large project
for an existing neighborhood. Further, the noise and pollution figures presented as part
of the Environmental impact documentation do not provide any estimation of what
impact the future traffic volumes may have on those figures.
Simpler improvements level out dip at the intersection of Crittenden Rd and highway 17
The traffic along Route 17 from College Drive to Crittenden Road has also been
artificially enhanced by the closing of the Kings Highway Bridge, thereby forcing
additional traffic, with no other outlet, through this area. This additional traffic is
further exacerbated by the installation of no fewer than 12 traffic signals along Route 17
between College Drive and Eclipse Drive, none of which are in sync, and the continued
development to multi-unit dwellings (apartments and condominiums) in and around this
area as opposed to single family homes. These traffic issues can be clearly seen along
Route 17 from College Drive to Lee Farm Road and along Route 10. The proposed
creation of a Storm Water Management Facility close to Sleep Lake will also have a far
greater negative impact environmentally on Sleepy Lake itself and the adjacent
residences from spillover, leaching, mosquitos, etc. If the creation of one is
unavoidable, a better location would be the CEPCO property adjacent to Route 17 in
Cedar Point, as those two lots in Cedar Point already flood when it rains.

3. Other comments:
•
•
•

Cross walk to southern intersection of Crittenden Rd. Add or move multiuse trail to
other side.
Would rather see the city’s money spent on placing city serve in the Sleepy Lake
What guarantees do we as “neighbors” to this new retention pond have that there
will be landscaping to hide any fencing, that it will be safe for the ever increasing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

amount of children in our neighborhood, and that the roadway runoff will not flow
into our existing pond, and then by consequence, into Sleepy Lake, thereby risking
the pollution of our important body of water. We just feel that the Sleepy Lake
community would be better served by a different location of this water retention
pond, and that we are again, just like with city sere lines, being left to fend for
ourselves, just for the ease and bottom line dollar of future development, and more
overcrowding for the City of Suffolk. We continue to see ore and roe development
in the Bridge Road corridor, with seemingly no regard for the continued traffic
increase on our roads. With no eye on the future needs of the infrastructure that is
going be required to maintain any semblance of the quiet life we enjoy here in sleep
Lake, we fear that we are destined to become another over crowded suburb with no
green space left for humans or wildlife to enjoy and call home.
Put Shoulders Hill, Bridge Rd intersection for improvement.
Adding lanes to Rt 17 bridges across the Nansemond River and Chuckatuck Creek
will help a great deal with traffic flow during busy period.
We were given explanations from the people here.
Thanks for presenting this early to the citizens
A nice presentation – very clear.
Plan needed to ensure maintenance of BMP
Thank you for this open forum.
I don’t see anything in any documentation indicating where this increase in traffic
volume will be coming from. Crittenden Road is almost entirely residential down its
length. I can see the benefit to the Construction vehicle going to and from the
Crittenden Sand pit, however I fail to see how this will benefit any residents. I also
don’t understand the placement of large sidewalks in the sections of the road
outlined in the planning documentation as there is quite literally no place to walk to
or from in that area. The elevation difference between the two sides of Rt 17 were
mostly mitigated during the latest paving efforts. Lastly, it would be far simpler and
cheaper to add a right turn lane on Crittenden Road onto Rt 17. There is no need for
the level of construction, effort, or money.
I thought this was residential area for homes. Not truck traffic!!
Should the city truly wish to address current and future potential traffic issues in and
around this area they should consider the following:
1. Synchronize the existing traffic signals along route 17 from College drive to
Eclipse Drive.
2. Widen the Mills E Godwin and the Sidney Bertram Hazelwood Senior Bridges to
four lanes
3. Widen Route 10 from Isle of Wight County to Holly Hill Lane to four lanes.
4. Reestablish the Kings Highway Bridge and widen it and Kings Highway to four
lanes form Route 10 to Nansemond Parkway.

5. Widen Nansemond Parkway to four lanes from Wilroy Road to Shoulders Hill
Road.
4. Were your questions adequately answered?
Yes – 22

No – 2

Yes & No – 1 No Response – 7

OTHER WRITTEN COMMENTS RECEIVED:
•

I am writing on behalf of my family concerning the proposed Crittenden Road/Bridge Rd
intersection project. Our family is against this proposed plan to “improve” this intersection
for many reasons. The project seems to be an attempt by the city of Suffolk to force
rezoning and increased growth on the home and landowners along Crittenden Road and the
village of Hobson, Sandy Bottom and Chuckatuck. This is counter to the reason most people
have moved to this area for a country feel with peace, quiet, open lands, and no retail or
commercial intrusion.
Our concerns are the following:

•

As a resident of Cedar Point in Suffolk, I am writing in response to the call for comments
regarding Crittenden Road Intersection Project. I certainly agree that there needs to be a
safe, red light solution at this location with the increasing traffic from the Cedar Point
Community traveling onto Rt 17. My concerns are two-fold, one is the abililty to safely drive
out of Cedr Point onto Rt 17 and second, the volume of traffic on Rt 17 from 664 to Cedar
Point.
Your expanded proposed red-light solution is certainly a fine one, but I feel that the
traffic situation from 664 to Shoulder's Hill Road is more critical for major fund
allocation. I have frequently experienced waiting in bacI‹ up traffic for 20 minutes and
more at that 2-mile bottIenecI‹ location. I cannot imagine why the third lane ends
immediately after Harbor View Blvd when there is plenty of land to I‹eep the third lane
to Shoulder's Hill Road. Driving to the Harbor View area between 3-6pm is impossible
now because of heavy traffic, and let's not mention regular accident issues on
Interstate 664 pushing traffic onto 17 corridor all the way to the James River Bridge.
I'm not exactly sure what Suffoll‹'s vision is for Rt 17 growth, but with developments
jammed a stone's throw from Rt. 17, residents find it worrisome.
A Virginia model community that has really tal‹en resident livability into consideration
is Williamsburg; by implementing grass mound berms with trees planted along roads,
highways and shopping areas, this aesthetic, green solution provides a nature canopy,
noise abatement and elimination of visual clutter as well as beautifying the landscape.
North Suffolk has an opportunity to think creatively, I urge you to implement plans to
consider a vision of Suffolk as a sustainable, green, livable city for future generations!
I realize that your planning is well underway for the Crittenden/17 Intersection but
wouldn't it be simpler to update the current red light and ADD a red light at the RI

17N/Cedar Point Entrance Exit? I know this is not typical in the US but I've seen very
large attractive intersections in Europe with beautiful center landscape plantings that
function marvelously. The distance between Crittenden Road and Cedar Point
entrance/exit is only perhaps 1,000 feet, I feel sure there is the potential for another
workable solution - imagine the funds that could be saved and reallocated for other RT
17 major traffic headaches.
If available, please send a Iink to the plan showing future North Suffolk overall
development. Thank you so much.

•

The Sleepy Lake Homeowners Association (SLHA) supports the subject project in principle,
but there is concern of how this project will impact the Sleepy Lake Community and aquatic
ecosystems of the lake downstream

•

You asked for our concerns regarding the intersection as Bridge and Crittenden Roads. At the

•

Will any curb cuts be eliminated on Bridge Rd in the Crittenden Rd Realignment project, I
am specifically interested in the 1747 Bridge Rd.

•

I am a resident in a neighborhood off of Crittenden road. I have concerns over the plans for the new
Crittenden road intersection. This intersection seems like it is being built to accommodate a large
stream of traffic. However, our only two bridge and Crittenden Road itself cannot really
accommodate more traffic, As it stands now there is no reasonable way to make it to even as close
as the Harbor View area in the event that the Godwin bridge is closed due to road work or an
accident. As a resident of the area I am grateful the intersection is going to be smother and at a
better location, but extremely concerned about what this will mean for traffic coming down
Crittenden road and on the bridges.

•

Can you please explain to me why Suffolk wants to spend $8.5 M on the Crittenden Road/Bridge
Road intersection project? This seems like an exorbitant amount of money to “fix” something that
isn’t really broken. Are there really that many safety concerns regarding this intersection? There
are many citizens of Suffolk who are oppose to spending so much money on this project. Couldn’t
this money be better spent elsewhere?

•

We have lived in our home in Sleepy Lake West for 46 years. We have spent thousands of dollars
improving, updating our home. We have been told by landscaping companies (Bartlett Tree Experts
and Cooper Landscaping that take care of our premises that the worth of our landscaping with large
pool is worth over $100,000. We have watched our area grow into very nice neighborhoods.
We would like to discuss the plans you have for Crittenden Road and Bridge Road. We would like to
suggest before you do anything with the Crittenden/Cedar Pt. road and stop light that two bridges
need to be built!!! We and many others have not understood why 2 bridges were not built 15 years
ago. Drivers play “Russian Roulette” trying to get ahead of cars that are approaching the bridges
over the Nansemond River Bridge and the Chuckatuck Creek Bridge. Fatal accidents have occurred
over the many years on both bridges. Please build the bridges!! Now about the Crittenden Rd. If
you are to improve the road, you need two lanes turning toward the Chuckatuck Creek Bridge and
entrance to Cedar Point, one to two lanes turning toward the Nansemond River Bridge. You need to
improve the lanes or vehicles will be 1 to two miles down on Crittenden Road. Plan into the FUTURE
not the past or present.
We would like to also suggest to City of Suffolk about expanding the roads, Shoulders Hill Road
should be 4 lanes, Crittenden should be 3-4 lanes, build a bypass around Chuckatuck, HWY 58 from

Suffolk to Emporia to South Hill should be an interstate. Suffolk should continue the 4 lane
Portsmouth Blvd., it stops at Shoulder Hill Road.
The roads and traffic patterns are very poor. If Suffolk is allowing all the apartments and homes
being and to be built in North Suffolk the roads are the utmost important. North Suffolk is growing
TOO fast and the highways are back in the past. When we moved to North Suffolk 46 years ago, we
had a 4 lane HWY 17 (Bridge Road) and too many cars and trucks are using this same highway.
Mr. Grubbs thank you for your time reading this email from us. We hope some of the ideas can be
implemented.

•

The design is basically a terrific solution for traffic flow at this intersection. The increased
traffic volume on Bridge Road makes this project urgently worthwhile. I have some
observations and questions.

•

Thank you for the information regarding the containment pond. Would it be possible to
email me a copy of the environment study? Additionally, will Mrs. Simonetti’s property be
taken by eminent domain? We are having a board meeting before the meeting on
Crittenden Rd. This information would be great to have.
Could you tell me what properties will be affected by the re-alignment? Mrs. Simonetti
received a letter but had not been contacted by anyone else. Is there something the
property owners should be doing/talking to in advance of this realignment? Ms. Simonetti
is an elderly widow, as are some other property owners. we would like to assist them if
need be.

•

I have a question. Has there been an environmental impact study on the Storm Water
Management Pond? There is concern with the adjacent Cornus Count Lake, the overflow of
which goes into Sleepy Lake.

•

In case I may not be able to attend the public hearing on the above referenced plans I would
like to give my input:

•

I’ve lived in Sleepy Lake for 18 years. I was told this was going to happen 18 years ago.
Didn’t need it then, I guess and we don’t need it now!!! I heard they were going to do
something at the Chuckatuck intersection months ago (was in the Suffolk newspaper),
what’s going on there???
I would like to see the city spend their money on replacing a bridge! The one near
Chuckatuck should never have been torn down. I have lived in Sleepy Lake for over 17 years
7 heard of this move when I moved here. This intersection will have little effect on traffic.
What would be nice is do SOMETHING on the man, many hauling trucks that are speeding
down Crittenden Rd.

•

It seems like there are numerous better ways to spend this sum of funds in Suffolk
at the current difficult economic time. We as residents who use that intersection
daily will see no significant benefit from this change. With so many transportation
issues plugging our delicate area the proposed changes will only encourage more
use by additional trucks and commercial vehicles.
I and many others have expressed huge concerns on what we are experiencing with
the current traffic situation on Crittenden and Bridge Roads. The quiet peninsula in
northern Suffolk of Sleepy Lake, Governor’s Point, Eclipse and Cedar Point is NO
MORE.
Crittenden Road, it has become a nightmare. The sheer volume of dump truck
traffic is unbelievable. Now that many of us are working from home the sheer
volume of traffic and noise is so very obvious. The noise these vehicles create is
distressing, rendering it impossible even to have a conversation with a neighbor
across the street when they are passing. The truck noise is easily audible INSIDE the
house with the windows closed... ...frequentIy causing the window moutons to
rattle and vibrate. Many times there are exhaust/muffler issues or down shifting
that cause the noise to escalate even further. Frequently they are hooking at each
other in passing to say hi or warn with a horn and flashing headlights of sighted law
enforcement up ahead. The dump trucks are an issue 6 days a week from 7 a.m.
until dark. I have personally had several “near misses” with trucks who don't slow
down and whiz by you as we are slowing on Crittenden to make a turn into the
neighborhood. On many mornings I can count more than 15 dump trucks from the
time I pull onto Crittenden Road from Sleepy Lake East (1/3 mile) to the far side of
the Nansemond River Bridge. I have also had the horrifying experience of being
intimidated by these trucks, honking, tailgating and driving aggressively, knowing
that these trucks cannot stop abruptly if they needed to when empty much less

when loaded up. The speed limit on our section of Crittenden Road is 35 mph and
when the limit increases further down Crittenden to 55 mph, the maximum truck
speed limit is 45 mph. Many of these trucks are NOT adhering to the speed limit. My
husband also proffers that he believes many of them are overweight as well. Our
adult daughter has a horse at the farm at the Chuckatuck end of Crittenden Road
and has had several near misses with dump trucks on the turns on Crittenden Road,
crossing the center line frequently. I can only imagine the speeds we will see when
the Bridge Road alignment is completed to intersect with the entrance to Cedar
Point, eliminating the current curve near Bridge Road.
Realigning Crittenden Road will NOT solve any of these issues; in fact, they will
make them worse. In this day of strained budgets... .....PLEASE use this money in a
smarter and more effective way for the citizens of Suffolk. This project is NOT an
asset to any of the above communities. As a taxpayer in Suffolk for over 20 years,
there are numerous ways to more effectively spend this money. PLEASE support
doing something about the VOLUME of truck/dump truck traffic on Crittenden
Road. Mike Duman promises a "no thru trucks" sign in the future but we all know
who difficult this will be to monitor and police... .....especially since our current
situation with speeding, overweight and unsafe dump trucks cannot be addressed.
We have asked for
truck safety and weight check points which we used to routinely see on Crittenden
Road but haven’t seen them in over a decade. We in this area do not see a sign as a
solution to a much larger problem. Realigning this Bridge Road actually contributes
to the issues we are now experiencing.
•

Please see the attached questions for review and response.

•

Please find my following comments provided to Mack Frost of the Federal Highway
Administration

The following information provides the City of Suffolk’s response to the major comments
provided at the Design Public Hearing. All comments provided at the hearing have been
documented on the previous pages of this summary. For purposes of brevity and clarity, the
comments below have either been reworded or consolidated:
A) Comment: Request that the proposed stormwater retention pond be relocated, or
alternative stormwater management practices be considered in order to retain treed
buffer on parcel 002 for the existing neighborhood.
Response: While relocation of the pond onto Parcel 003 appears to be a feasible alternative
from a hydraulics perspective, parcel 002 would remain privately owned and removal of
existing trees by current or future property owners cannot be guaranteed. The existing
drainage areas currently outfall through parcel 002 to the existing (Cornus Court) pond in
the Sleepy Lake neighborhood immediately adjacent to parcel 002. Based on topography of
the project area, any proposed stormwater facilities would continue to outfall in the same
location and likely have some impact on Parcel 002. Alternative stormwater management
practices that rely upon infiltration and/or treatment trains would be limited based on the
groundwater elevation in the area as well as sufficient drainage areas required to reach the
infiltration facilities.

B) Comment: Concerned that stormwater from proposed project will negatively impact
existing Cornus Court pond and Sleepy Lake.
Response: The project provides for the installation of a proposed retention pond prior to
outfall to the existing Cornus Court pond and Sleepy Lake. The proposed retention pond is
expected to provide improved stormwater quality. The pond is designed to provide water
quality improvements by retaining stormwater runoff and allowing pollutants to settle out
prior to outfall to the existing Cornus Court pond in Sleepy Lake. The pond will also feature a
permanent pool which will provide for nutrient uptake between storm events. Currently,
runoff from existing drainage areas that include portions of Crittenden Road and Route 17
enter the existing Cornus Court pond untreated. The proposed pond will also act as a
sediment basin during construction to provide further protection of the downstream system.
The sediment basin will be monitored and maintained during construction to ensure
sediment is held in the pond and minimal sediment is released into the downstream systems.
Any accumulated sediment remaining at the end of construction will be removed and
properly disposed of prior to the pond being converted to a stormwater management
facility. Once converted, the pond will be inspected on an annual basis and maintained
based on the approved maintenance schedule or more frequently based on inspection
results.

C) Comment: Concerns with commercial trucks and dump trucks utilizing Crittenden Road as
a haul route.
Response: The City of Suffolk staff will investigate possible restrictions on haul routes related
to conditional use permit requirements of final haul destinations.
D) Comment: Owner has concerns with accessibility and impacts to existing Dogwood Run
business (Parcel 001).
Response: Access from Old Crittenden road to Parcel 001 has been removed due to concerns
of cut-through traffic once the project is completed. Access from Old Crittenden Road will be
reconsidered as design progresses to provide an exit only access and utilization of traffic
calming measures such as speed bumps to limit cut-through traffic.
E) Comment: Traffic congestion is not a concern, project is not needed to address
congestion, estimate of future traffic volumes was not provided.
Response: Current and future traffic volumes were provided on the cover sheet of the plan
drawings as well as the Project History and Purpose section of the public hearing brochure
available at the public hearing. Traffic projections indicate growth by 2040 of between
7,000 and 8,000 vehicles per day on Route 17 in each direction and over 7,000 vehicles per
day on Crittenden Road. Growth rates indicate that under a no – build scenario, the
intersection would reach undesirable levels of service by 2040.
F) Comment: Extend the length of the existing turn lane (right turn lane) from Bridge Road
into Cedar Point.
Response: Project scope does not include improvements on the north side of Route 17.
Extension of the existing right turn lane would require rescoping the project, identifying and
procuring additional funding, acquiring additional right of way, and reopening of the
environmental review process. Additionally, the project schedule would be impacted and
could jeopardize funding allocations already identified.

G) Comment: Concerns about increased noise impacting residents of Sleepy Lake
neighborhood as a result of the new alignment.
Response: The project improvements are not expected to result in an increase in traffic
volumes, therefore noise levels are not expected to increase due to the project. The
signalized intersection is being relocated further to the south away from existing residential
structures in the Sleepy Lake neighborhood and provides for a free flow right turn onto
Route 17 which should eliminate noises associated with braking and idling vehicles that
currently occur at the existing signalized intersection.

H) Comment: Move crosswalk to south side of intersection/move 10’ sidewalk to other side
of Crittenden road/ eliminate crosswalk and sidewalks as they are not needed.
Response: The proposed pedestrian crosswalk has been located on the north side of the
intersection to provide for the safest possible location for pedestrian crossings with fewer
conflict points. This location provides the shortest distance for crossing of only five lanes of
traffic as opposed to eight lanes should the crossing be relocated to the south side. This also
allows for more efficient operations of the traffic signal as green time can be maximized to
clear the intersection because pedestrian crossing time will be shorter. The 10-foot sidewalk
has been located on the north side of Crittenden Road to align with the proposed Route 17
pedestrian crossing. The crosswalk and sidewalks are included in the project to provide for
pedestrian safety. While pedestrian traffic along the corridor is currently thought to be low,
pedestrian safety is of utmost concern and once the sidewalks are installed, it is anticipated
that utilization will increase.
I) Comment: Safety concerns at the existing intersection are not documented.
Response: While actual reported crashes at the intersection are limited, safety concerns
related to the extreme grade differential across the intersection is believed to have resulted
in unreported vehicle damage based on observation and pavement damage at this location.

J) Comment: Concerns with the overall development of Route 17 and need for widening of
Mills Godwin Bridge and Hazelwood Bridge and construction of a new Kings Highway
Bridge.
Response: The City of Suffolk is aware of current and future projected capacity issues related
to the existing four lane roadway and two-lane bridges of Route 17 as well as the desire to
rebuild the Kings Highway Bridge in either it’s previous location or on new alignment. The
City continues to prioritize and pursue funding opportunities for widening of the Mills
Godwin Bridge and Route 17 as well as replacement of the Kings Highway Bridge. The City
has current funding in place for a preliminary study of the Kings Highway Bridge

replacement which includes a series of public involvement sessions planned for later this
year to gain public input on the need and desired alignment for the bridge replacement.
K) Comments: Concerns with glare from proposed lighting along new Crittenden Road
alignment:
Response: Detailed lighting design will consider options for lighting to prevent glare and
overspill.
L) Comments: Concerns with format of Public Hearing and notification:
Response: The Public Hearing was advertised, as required by VDOT’s public involvement
manual. The City of Suffolk made every effort to accommodate citizens by providing an
opportunity for public input during the challenges of meeting Phase II Coronavirus protocol
and inclement weather. While the hearing was officially cancelled due to inclement weather
on 6/25/2020, staff remained at the site and accommodated residents that did come out.
The rescheduled meeting was held on 6/30/2020. The inclement weather/reschedule date
was provided in the original advertisement. The City of Suffolk provided meeting
information through notification on their website, Facebook page, and variable message
boards placed in the vicinity of the project. Door hangers were also provided to citizens in
the immediate area of the project.

Public Information Meeting – Open Forum
Crittenden Road Intersection Realignment
UPC 111089
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 5:00PM to 7:00PM
Bennett’s Creek Park
Name:_Deborah Zirpolo________________________________________________
Street Address: _8759 Adams Drive, Suffolk, VA 23433_______________________
Telephone Number:_757 675-5408____ Email: _dszirpolo@kaufcan.com________
1. Do you support the improvements to the intersections as presented?
Yes_____ No_XX____ Why or why not? As a resident of Sleepy Lake I am opposed to the
proposed improvements. We were told at the meeting these changes were due to “safety
issues,” yet I cannot recall any accident involving this intersection in the 25 years I have
lived in Sleepy Lake. Little to no consideration about how the changes to the infrastructure
and roadway will negatively impact the residents of our neighborhood, clearing a lot void of
mature woods/nature for a wet pond, the taking of additional frontage of land of many
residents to “relocate utilities,” and removing an existing small bend in Crittenden Road for
which we are grateful as it does help reduce the speed in what is designated 35 MPH zone.
Any resident in the neighborhood can tell you of the current issues with LOUD and speeding
truck traffic. There has been no noise study to date and we are already suffering and the
proposal indicates completely clearing a densely wooded lot and additional mature landscape
along Crittenden Road, all of which currently provide at least some buffer for the noise. I
also have great concerns for our neighborhood environmentally. The Cornus Court pond and
Sleepy Lake are currently maintained financially by our homeowners association through
dues paid by residents and homeowners. We should not be financially or legally responsible
for the City of Suffolk tapping into our pond/lake. We do should not be liable for ANY issues
the city causes to these areas during construction or thereafter. As a small middle income
neighborhood we do not have the resources to mitigate issues of this sort. We have worked
hard for years to be proactive in maintaining these areas for the enjoyment and recreation of
residents. I am interested in learning of what alternative locations were considered and are an
option for relocating the proposed wet pond which are much closer to the actual bulk of the
proposed construction. In discussion with representatives at the meeting, it concerns me that
we are hearing of wet pond setbacks of only 10 ft. to property lines when the DEQ requires a
minimum of 25 ft. from property lines and much larger distances from wells, septic tanks and
drain fields. All of Sleepy Lake remains on septic as the planned sewer service from the early

2000’s never materialized. While we have watched the development bloom around us with
full city services, we continue with septic as public works indicates “there is no money in the
budget or plan to bring sewer to Sleepy Lake.” Our water table in this area is extremely high
and many residents are nursing aged and ailing septic systems. As a watershed community,
that alone should be of enough concern to make our sewer needs a higher priority. However,
most homes near the proposed wet pond were part of the initial Sleepy Lake development in
the 1960’s and any change to drainage dynamics at this juncture may pose a risk.
Representatives at the meeting indicated the current proposed plans have NOT considered the
locations of any wells/septic systems which I find surprising given the time and expense put
into this planning and the fact that the entire area on the affected corner has no city sewer.
_____________________________
2. Please provide us with any additional information you believe will assist in developing the
final
design of this project. Please relocate the wet pond closer to the area of the proposed new
intersection. Please consider moving utilities to the south side of Crittenden Road, which is
opposite of the proposed plans. This will save removal of additional trees and buffers which
currently exist for all Sleepy Lake homeowners who back up to Crittenden Road. Noise and
speed mitigation are a MUST and to date we have received very little in the way of support
from the City. I do not understand the need for an additional 10 ft. wide sidewalk on the north
side of the proposed new Crittenden Road. With a standard sidewalk on the south side, there
is no need for the additional impervious surface which in turn increases run off
issues/concerns.._____________________________________________________________
3. Other comments: _As a long time Suffolk resident, I am struggling to understand how
spending $8.9 mil on a project for claimed “safety issues” that consists of shifting an
intersection a mere 300 feet, especially during such a desperate economic time. Our real
estate assessments increased across the board in Sleepy Lake this year to the tune of 10-20%.
Residents here are not happy with the city as our quality of life has deteriorated with the
increased truck traffic and noise, and reduced services when compared to all our adjacent
neighbor hoods. Proposing the removal of more trees and noise buffer with a project which
encourages more commercial traffic makes no sense. I am sure there are more urgent needs
in our community. I respectfully request the documented analysis which demonstrates the
current safety issue. The only safety issues resident’s currently have are the volume and
speed of dump trucks on Crittenden Road which will no doubt increase with the proposed
project. Residents in this community need mitigation from the NOISE and volume of
commercial traffic, not a new intersection._____________________

4. Were your questions adequately answered? Yes_____
No__XX___
Please leave this comment sheet at the designated location or mail your comments
WITHIN 15 CALENDAR DAYS (July 15, 2020) to:
Frank Grubbs, Project Manager (fgrubbs@suffolkva.us)
City of Suffolk
Department of Public Works - Engineering
442 W. Washington Street, 2nd Floor
Suffolk, VA 23434
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